
MODE OF TEACHING-LEARNING: SYNCHRONOUS (ONLINE INTERACTIVE SESSION THROUGH ZOOM APP)

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1
Chapter-1 Relations and 

Functions

The learner 

Understands the concept of relations and 

functions.

To study relations and types of relations

To learn Functions and Types of Functions.

. Carousel Activity to understand functions 

. Function Card Sorting Activity to 

understand properties of functions 

. Relations and Functions  (input-output 

boxes activity) understand the difference 

between relations and functions 

. Functions Word Wall Poster to understand  

types of functions 

PPT  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/

11m1CgGjz6HtyqFu8ln4nwgDjkR0xm

iSx/edit

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom  Activity :Demonstrate a 

function

 which is not one-one

 but is on to

MONTH 2

Chapter 2

 Inverse Trigonometric  

Functions.

Chapter-3 Matrices

To understand the Domain and 

Principal value branch of all inverse

 trigonometric functions.

 To understand the Definition ,Order and 

Types of matrices.

 To Learn the operations on matrices

1. To understand Transpose of a matrix, 

symmetric matrix and skew symmetric matrix.

.Learners may trace curves for the inverse 

trigonometric function in the e resources 

available on NROER and comment on their 

nature.

.Students may download the open source 

software, Geo-Gebra and try exploring the 

graphs of different functions including 

trigonometric functions.

.

PPT       

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/

1CTRYNoamcmftwGlMaAaWlTuL4d

PSiyev/edit#slide=id.p2

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom
Activity : Draw the graph of 

inverse of sinx

 using the graph of sinx and 

demonstrate

 the concept of mirror reflection.

MONTH 3

Chapter-4 Determinants

Chapter-5 Continuity and 

Differentiability

To compute the determinant of a 2x2 matrix 

and a 3x3 matrix

To find the Adjoint and inverse of a matrix 

using minors and cofactors

To understand the concept of continuity and 

differentiability and addressing the problems 

based on continuity 

.Introduction to Matrices - Interactive 

Notebook Activities  to understand 

symmetric and skew symmetric matrices 

. FUN MAZE ACTIVITY ON MATRICES 

to understand different types of symmetric 

and skew symmetric matrices 

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YF

GTpSkfT40

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom

Activity : To find analytically 

the limit of a function f(x) at 

x=c and also to check the 

continuity of

the function at that point
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MONTH 4

chapter-6 Application of 

Derivatives

Chapter-7 Integration

Determine if a function is strictly

 increasing or decreasing in a given interval.

Identify the necessary and sufficient

 condition for montonicity of a function

Determine the slope of tangents and normals 

to a given curve at a given point

To solve integrals using substitution.

To integrate functions with Partial fraction

To solve integrals using properties of definite 

integrals  To calculate Indefinite integrals of 

polynomials.

 » Distribute Section A: Student Activity 2 to 

students.

 » Observe students as they complete the task 

– helping out as required. 

 » Ask students to use the correct notation 

when writing down the antiderivative. 

» Encourage students to explain their 

approach to finding the anti-derivatives. 

» Observe if students can find the correct anti-

derivative more quickly and, if they can, ask 

them how they are doing so.

PPT  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/

1cG3JpyBDMI7zkmy3G45Mhtbi4HR

Y0dgM/edit#slide=id.p1

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom

Activity : Construct an open box 

of maximum

 volume from a given 

rectangular sheet by

 cutting equal squares from each 

corner.

MONTH 5

Chapter-8 Application of 

Integrals

Chapter-9 Differential 

Equations

The students will be able to use

 integration in finding areaunder 

simple curves,especially lines,circles

,parabolas and ellipses.

The students will be able to learn the concept 

of Differential equation.

Identify an ordinary differential equation its  

order and degree. 

Verify whether a given function is a solution 

of a given ordinary differential equation .

Find solutions of separable differential 

equation.

Find solutions of homogeneous differential 

equations.

» Encourage students to describe the rule 

they’ve come up with

using mathematical notation.

» Encourage students to describe the rule 

they’ve come up with

using mathematical notation,orally and in 

writing.   

        

  Activity: Slope Fields Card Match

Video 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qzs_i6

Z0-

XC9VHKOmyydB17b9CY55SML/vie

w?usp=sharing

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom

Activity : Make a chart of the 

formulae of applications of 

calculus.

MONTH 6

Chapter-10 Vectors

Chapter-11 Three 

Dimenssional-Geometry

The students will be able to understand

 definition of vectors, scalars,position

 vector of a point, Direction ratios and

 direction cosines.

To understand the concepts of Direction 

Cosines and Direction Ratios.

To acquire the different forms of equations of 

Lines in space.

To find the point of intersection of two lines 

in space if they intersect.

To find the angle between any two lines in 

space.

To acquire the concept of Skew lines and to 

find the distance between them.

To acquire the different forms of equations of 

planes in space.

By   group activities by geo-gebra software                                                                         

Online quiz                                                  

 Assignment : Make formula card by chart 

paper 

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AP

jccE8eIhw  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp

vxaPuK_pw 

https://youtu.be/3dNL_aOVuQ4

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom

Project 

:https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=gp0CGjaNk0s

MONTH 7

Chapter-12 Linear 

Programming

Chapter-13 Probability

To understand the nature of linear

 programming problem.

To acquire the concept of Objective

 Function

To acquire the concept of Conditional 

Probability.

To distinguish Independence Events.

To acquire the concept of partition and 

understand the Random Variable

To understand the theorem of total probability 

and Bayes’ theorem

Assignment : Make different LPP 

formulation and corresponding graph book 

                                                                             

Activity:To understand feasible solutions by 

Geo-Gibra software Activity: Understand 

what is probability and change to get 

different problems related to conditional 

probability problems 

PPT 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/

1f6r6OBuqPKB4U5hxlGiu_HcbIATW

xmCu/edit#slide=id.p1

Online Quiz     Online/ 

offline test by google 

form , Zoom
On linear Programming 

Problems related to

 day-to-day life like collecting 

data from families

 of their expenditures and 

requirements from the

 factories to maximum output.
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